always one step ahead

AT A GLANCE
Anwar Group of Industries (AGI) is a name associated with the words Honesty, Integrity and
Heritage. Diversiﬁed into seven major industrial and business sectors, Anwar Group plays a
vital role in the economic development of Bangladesh. With numerous industrial units and
several trading & service sector units, the company has grown to be one of the largest
conglomerates in the country, and is now well poised to make its mark in the global
arena.
The legacy of Anwar Group stretches back to the year 1834 when Late Laik Mohammed started
business as a trader of hides and skins. Mr. Laik Mohammed believed that consumer satisfaction
was the most important thing in business. This conviction has become the pillar by which Anwar
Group of Industries operates. Another man who has equal contribution in the growth of Anwar
Group is his grandson Late Rahim Baksh. Mr. Rahim Baksh built the industrial foundation of what
is today known as Anwar Group when he set up an ivory button & comb manufacturing plant in
East Pakistan.
Anwar Group was molded into shape by none other than Mr. Anwar Hossain, a man with incredible
foresight and innovativeness. Mr. Anwar Hossain became one of the ﬁrst Bengalis to set up and
operate a silk textile unit in the early sixties in a West Pakistan dominated industry. This marked
the rise of Anwar Group and the company did not have to look back ever since. Mr. Hossain's
ambition, guidance and foresight have given Anwar Group the distinction of being the ﬁrst
manufacturer of Saree (traditional Dress of Bangladeshi women), electrical cable, polyester
fabrics, PTFE tape, UPVC Fittings and super enamel copper wire in the country.
Anwar Group emphasizes on speed, efﬁciency, ﬂexibility and innovation in every aspect, from
product development to manufacturing, and procurement to distribution. This was achieved with
the help of more than 12,000 employees that the company employs, who they consider to be the
backbone of their success. Together Anwar Group and their many partners have succeeded in creating
a local and international network who collaborate with the aim of creating a more prosperous
Bangladesh.

Anwar Textile is a collective name given to the textile
division of Anwar Group of Industries. It comprises of
ﬁve different companies: Hossain Dyeing & Printing
Mills Ltd., Mehmud Industries (Pvt) Ltd., Anwar Silk Mills
Ltd., Anwar Printex & A1 Printex which supplement each
other to create the complete textile vertical. However, its
growth into one of the largest textile manufacturers in
Bangladesh started humble beginnings. In 1969, the
current Chairman Mr. Anwar Hossain established
"Anwar Silk Mills Ltd". Operation commenced with 30
workers and 20 Japanese Jacquard looms making
moonlight fabrics. The factory took off the ground in
1971 when they started manufacturing the famous
"Mala Saree" which became a favorite of Bangladeshi
women for its quality, design and price. Anwar Silk Mill
Ltd. was later joined by Hossain Dyeing and Printing
Mills Ltd. in 1982 and Mehmud Industries (Pvt.) Ltd. in
1996. Currently Anwar Textile takes pride in a weaving
unit of more than 370 looms, a modern spinning unit
with 47,136 spindles, a rotor spinning unit, a state of
the art dyeing-printing & ﬁnishing unit and a yarn
dyeing unit.

Hossain Dyeing
Hossain Dyeing is a vertical setup of spinning, weaving, dyeing, printing &
ﬁnishing and terry towel manufacturing facilities under one roof.
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Our line of products are -

Hossain Dyeing and Printing Mills Ltd. is suitably equipped with most advanced and sophisticated
machineries largely from Europe and Asia. To capitalize growth opportunities both in domestic
and international market, the HDP produces a wider range of quality products since its inception
in 1982. This facility vertically integrates weaving, yarn dyeing, fabric dyeing, fabric printing and
towel processing as well.
Sustainability has always been a principle part of our mission and due to that we have turned a
major portion of our product in sustainable raw materials like, Organic, BCI and we are also
offering GOTS, OCS and Well BCI certiﬁcates for ﬁnished fabrics and of course covered with
Safe Dyes and Chemicals.
To support and walk with sustainability and towards a sustainable future with modern
ETP/CRP/WHRB is fully functional in our plants and we are on a route to zero discharge.
We are Certiﬁed by ISO 9001:2008, Oeko-Tex Standard@100, BSCI, SEDEX, ETP (DETOX), and GOTS.

"Environmental sustainability is a major concern for today's world and is
an issue that has to be at the heart of the strategies of producers, brand
owners and fashion retailers. Innovations must be largely driven by
sustainability concerns and a need to create awareness about green
methods of industrialization. Anwar Textile has established a platform
that aims to address these pressing needs and ﬁnd adaptable and effective
solutions by collaborating with member organizations."

Hossain Mehmood
Managing Director, Anwar Textile

Sustainability - A Key Driver of
Technological Innovation
As the world struggles with environmental
challenges, manufacturers are actively
integrating sustainability principles into
their business models. Despite previous
concerns over reputation management,
companies now realise that sustainability
programs will make a positive contribution
to their competitive edge and bottom-line.
In the textile industry, the production
chain - from ﬁber manufacture to ﬁnished
product - has many environmental
impacts. Hence, sustainability now tops
the agenda for manufacturers,

fashion brands and retailers. Concerns about
efﬁcient use of resources, low carbon
footprint, material wastage reduction and
recycling have materialized new approaches
to sourcing and investments. In addition, fast
fashion cycles and a competitive business
atmosphere have led to horizontal and
vertical integrations within and across the
textile and garment industry. The exciting
array of new materials and technical textiles
has also opened up new opportunities by
creating innovative products and new
demands.

C.R.P - Caustic
Recovery Plant will
concentrate wash
liquor and using the
same back in
Mercerizing MC. Our
policy to save
wastages of various
resources and recover
it proﬁtably wherever
possible.

ETP - is an integral
part for a Dyeing
House, We have fully
functional ETP
working to treat the
efﬂuent. We strictly
maintain the PH,
Temperature, TDS,
TSS, BOC and COD
regularly of the
efﬂuent.

Boiler economizer are mechanical devices
intended to reduce
energy consumption
and perform a useful
function such as
preheating a ﬂuid. The
boiler economizer is
essentially a heat
exchanger that makes
a system more energy
efﬁcient.

EBG - in Hossain
Dyeing we have
successfully installed
Exhaust Gas Boiler
which is saving money
and saving the
environment by
releasing less
temperature to
nature.

Hossain Dyeing and Printing Mills Ltd. is suitably equipped with
most advanced and sophisticated machineries largely from Europe
and Asia. To capitalize growth opportunities both in domestic and
international market, the HDP produces a wider range of quality
products since its inception in 1982.

The name Hossain Dyeing is a renowned name for Woven
fabrics. We are equipped with advanced machinery and are
committed to expand and further upgrade our facility. We are
happy to announce that we have already install Continuous
Dyeing Range (CDR) in our facility with the Continuous
Bleaching range.

And as part of product diversiﬁcation we have successfully installed the Linen and Linen
Blend products processing plant here in Bangladesh. Our other processes included woven
fabric dyeing, yarn dyeing, fabric printing and towel processing.
The range we cover is RFD, Reactive, Pigment, and many more for peace dyed option.
We use best dyeing staff combined with up to dated dyeing technology to provide the best
products.

Hossain Dyeing’s Yarn Dyed unit operates as one of the main Yarn
Dyeing options for Knit Garments manufacturer in Bangladesh and in
house source for Hossain Dyeing’s Yarn Dyed Woven Fabrics, with an
annual capacity of 3600 tons per year.

We are comfortable to dye 100% cotton, CVC, PC , Double
yearn for Sweater, Cross Dyed for TC or CVC, Double part
Dyeing, Fluorescent Dyed, Spun Poly, Filament , Viscos,
Linen and Linen Blends, For both Woven and Knitted
fabrics.

State of the art European Machines has been installed to serve the best to our valued
customer, our experts have in depth knowledge for the ﬁnest quality production.
We have a soft winding capacity for 12 Tons, Dyeing capacity 10 Tons, Hydro
Extractor 11 Tons, Dryer Capacity 18 Tons and Random Winding capacity 11 Tons
per day for the all the process.

Hossain dyeing has one of the country’s largest printing operations
including an in house full facility of design and development. We are
supporting customer for both Woven and Knit fabrics printing with a
capacity 1,50, 000 Yds/ day for woven and 8500 Kgs of Knit fabrics
printing facility. Our offering includes both Reactive and Pigment
Print.

We have Two Zimmer Rotary printing
and 4 Flatbed machine in our mills.
Again, with the commitment of
diversiﬁcation we installed successfully
Digital Printing Facility in our Mill.
We are producing more than 6 Million
meters of Peace dyed and Printed
fabrics in Hossain Dyeing.

Weaving Mills is where our group’s chairman, Al Haj Anwar Hossain
began his industrial dreams, over 50 years ago.

Starting from 30 units of weaving looms, we
have expanded our weaving unit which now
includes state-of-the-art and latest generation
Air jet, Rapier and Terry shuttle-less looms.
Our continued investment in technology and
our people means we are able to work on ﬁne
fashion fabrics all under the watchful eye of a
team of dedicated and highly skilled weavers
and textile designers.

We are proudly producing quality terry material for our customers.
Along with that, we are providing Luxury and Grace in your shelf and
Bathroom.

Our Towels are extremely plump
and soft in which ﬂufﬁness prevails
even after extensive washing.

POOL TOWEL

BATH TOWEL

BABY BLANKET

Our pool beach towels
are made with 100%
Cotton which is extremely
soft, absorbent and warm.

Our bath towels are super
soft, comfortable, long
lasting and convenient.

We produce a reversible,
super-soft, unisex baby
blanket.

Hossain Dyeing has a pioneering modern spinning facility named
Mehmud Industries. This project was designed as a backward linkage
industry for the export-oriented RMG sector.

Our production capacity is 40 Ton/ Day with
more than 47,000 spindles and 600 rotors.
Our facility aligns with a wide range of
customer demand for Cotton, CVC, Viscose,
Slub, Compact and Combed-carded yarns.
We select the best source to select the
ﬁber for our spinning facility.
We have modern European machinery
combined with the best expertise to
take care of the ﬁnest quality of yarn.

To attain true customer satisfaction, the well-equipped lab conducts a
color matching test for Lab Dip. This area is equipped with modern
instruments from the world's leading manufacturers. Color measurement
and matching are monitored to the extent of precision.

LAB FACILITY
Modern Data color machine
for color matching & color
selection
Automatic dispensing system
for color matching
Automatic pipette system
Tensile strengith
Tear strength
Focused on innovation and buyer's fashion
preferences, the analytical functions of
the lab incorporate chemicals, dyes yarn
testing and fabric analysis.

Abrasion & Pilling resistance
Thread count & Fabric weight

WE ARE USING INTERNATIONALLY ACCEPTED TEST PROCEDURES AND MATERIALS.

Factory
Hossain Dyeing
Pathan Para, Pagar, Tongi,
Gazipur, Bangladesh
Phone: +8802 9564033
Email: info@hossaindyeing.com

www.hossaindyeing.com

Head oﬃce
15 ﬂoor, Baitul Hossain Building
27, Dilkusha Commercial Area
Dhaka – 1000, Bangladesh
Phone: +8802 9564033
Email: mail@anwargroup.net
th

